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To better understand how small- and medium-sized businesses are reacting to
resuming travel in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, SAP Concur surveyed six
markets—Canada, the U.S., the UK, France, Japan and the ANZ (Australia & New
Zealand)—with an emphasis on business travelers at small- to medium-sized
businesses (SMBs). The findings in these markets reveal that SMB travelers recognize
that travel is important to success, and many are even excited to get back on the road:
While some SMB travelers feel anxious (37%) and worried (36%) about resuming travel,
nearly as many (31%) feel excited about returning to the road. There are some regional
differences: SMB travelers from the U.S. are the most likely to be excited (45%), followed
by those from France (34%) and the UK (32%).

This eagerness to return could be because travelers at companies with fewer than 1,000
employees know that work on the road is incredibly valuable. If they don’t return to the
road, they face possibly dire consequences. About half (51%) anticipate fewer contracts
or deals that require in-person meetings and more than 2 in 5 (43%) expect declines in
new business due to lack of in-person meetings. This is most acutely felt in Japan (50%).

With this impetus to return to the road on their minds, SMB travelers are changing how
they plan to travel to meet the new demands placed on them by an increased need for
safety: nearly all SMB travelers in these markets (97%) expect a “new normal” of
business travel—including things like wearing facemasks (52%) and keeping hand
sanitizer as a standard accessory in shared spaces (50%). SMB travelers from Japan
(63%) are especially likely to predict masking up.

And travelers even predict how they get from one location to another will look different:
37% expect limiting the use of public transportation and 26% predict using their
personal vehicle for travelling.

Air travel in particular could be very different: 28% expect to prioritize the shortest
travel, as in direct flights, and 21% to avoid airports in major cities—and 22% even
expect enforced quarantine upon arrival. But 68% do not expect to routinely limit
attendance at conferences or events when business travel resumes, meaning
employers will need to consider these new travel preferences in order to safely
bridge this divide.
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But many SMB travelers expect their company to make changes as well: an
overwhelming 96% consider some measures critical for safely returning to the
road, especially limiting travel to only the most critical trips (37%) and mandatory
personal health screenings for traveling employees (35%). Over 1 in 5 (23%) also
believe pre-trip approvals are critical for their company to implement.

Among those who see the need for critical changes to business travel, many are willing
to forego travel if they don’t feel comfortable: 46% of SMB travelers say they would
ask to limit travel if their company does not implement the measures they want. In
fact, nearly 1 in 5 (19%) say they would look for a new position– including 8% who say
they would look at other companies.

This willingness to forego travel despite an excitement to return could be because,
without the proper measures in place, travelers anticipate massive stress on the road.
More than 2 in 5 SMB travelers (44%) now say the trip itself is the most stressful
phase of travel, compared to just 30% who say after the trip and 26% who say
before. Here again, company size makes a difference: SMB travelers (30%) are more
likely to be stressed after the trip than those from larger companies with 1,000 or more
employees (25%), showing a need for added post-trip support. Policy also matters:
during the trip is the most stressful for 54% of those with no written company travel
policy, compared to 45% among those with guidelines and 39% among those with
mandated policies.

Stress during the trip could be rising because SMB travelers are concerned about their
well-being and unable to focus on the work they love to do. More than one-third (34%)
say their health and safety is their top priority while traveling for business—nearly
twice as many as those who say business needs (19%) are their top priority. An
overwhelming 92% feel concerned about resuming travel, especially about the possibility
of infecting family (58%) or getting sick themselves (54%).

Alarmingly, the vast majority of SMB travelers (91%) expect increased
discrimination when travel resumes, especially against travelers exhibiting cold or flu
symptoms (55%), travelers from countries with high infection rates (46%)—and even
travelers of Asian descent (35%).
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When travel resumes, SMB travelers say the most important features for a mobile travel
app will be traveler safety information (45%), especially in the U.S. (49%). Other important
features would be useful before the trip, including the ability to book a hotel (36%), to view and
manage trip itinerary (34%), and to book air travel (32%). And 24% value the ability to
automatically create and submit expense reports, and 23% want to be notified automatically if
booking out of policy. Nearly a fifth (19%) would also like a feature to help them track their
carbon footprint.

Employers should consider whether their employees are able to book travel directly when
travel starts: more than 1 in 5 expect that the first place they will go to check for flights or
hotels before booking their business travel will be internet search engines (22%) and
online travel agencies (22%), followed by directly with an airline or hotel (21%).
Comparatively, 34% expect to first use their company resources, including checking their
company’s travel agency (18%) and travel booking tool (15%).

Companies need to consider the resources their employees request, because SMB travelers will
hold them accountable. Ultimately, a plurality of travelers (32%) hold themselves most
accountable for protecting their own well-being once business travel resumes—but 17%
say their employer will be most accountable, more than transportation providers (13%),
government (13%), and travel agencies (11%).

.

To help them address the stressors of
the road, SMB travelers want company
training as well as technological
solutions they use to travel to keep up
with their needs once travel resumes. To
stay safe, 94% of travelers say
company trainings would be
beneficial. They are most interested in
trainings on how to protect their health
and safety while traveling (51%) and
maintaining healthy habits while
traveling (42%). Training would also help
with planning trips: nearly a fifth say
training on submitting expenses for
prompt reimbursement (18%) and
utilizing their companies’ travel booking
tool (17%) would also be helpful.

Significantly fewer travelers from companies with <100

employees see certain safety measures as critical.
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Wakefield Research is a leading, independent provider of quantitative, qualitative, and hybrid
market research and market intelligence. Wakefield Research supports the world’s most
prominent brands and agencies, including 50 of the Fortune 100, in 90 countries. Our work is
regularly featured in media.

To learn more, visit: www.wakefieldresearch.com

ABOUT WAKEFIELD RESEARCH

METHODOLOGICAL NOTES

The SAP Concur Survey of Business Travelers was conducted by Wakefield Research (www.wakefieldresearch.com)

between May 20th and June 9th, 2020. The survey was conducted among 4,850 Business Travelers who travel for

work requiring an overnight stay 3+ times per year. The survey was conducted in 23 Markets: U.S., Canada, Brazil,

Mexico, UK, France, Germany, ANZ region (Australia and New Zealand), SEA region (Singapore and Malaysia),

Greater China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, India, Korea, Italy, Spain, Dubai, Benelux (Belgium, Netherlands, and

Luxembourg), Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland.

Results of any sample are subject to variation. The overall margin of error for this survey of 4,850 respondents is

+/- 1.4 at 95% confidence. Meaning, the chances are 95 in 100 that a survey result does not vary, plus or minus, by

more than 1.4 percentage points from the result that would be obtained if interviews had been conducted among

all persons in the universe represented by the sample. Margins are slightly larger for subgroups.

http://www.wakefieldresearch.com/
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